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Aquila’s new 
flagship sold  
in Asia-Pacific  
The powercat successfully 
synthesises comfort and 
performance

S
impson Marine recently announced 
the first sale of the Aquila 70 Luxury 
Power Catamaran in the APAC 

region. First unveiled in early 2021, it 
will be delivered to Indonesia in the 
coming months.

“It’s an honour to represent Aquila in 
Indonesia, and with the largest archipelago 
in Asia, the Aquila 70 Luxury is the perfect 
powercat to explore this incredible part of 
the world, noted Paul Whelan, Simpson 
Marine Indonesia country manager. “I’m 
excited to be working with a very technical 
owner on this build, and combined with 
his specific custom modifications, we 
are creating a very special Aquila that is 
perfectly suited to long-range cruising 
with his young family.” 

This new flagship model from Aquila 
is the brand’s largest ever to be launched, 
and her popularity has soared since her 
release; the order book for the Aquila 70 
is now full for the next two years.

for their expansive living areas, stellar 
handling, and state-of-the-art finishes, 
Aquila powercats currently sail the seas in 
China, Hong Kong, Malaysia, Singapore 
and Thailand. A sale of an Aquila 54 
model was recently concluded in Pattaya, 
Thailand, while four orders have been 
made in Singapore. A successful Asia 
launch of the newly created Aquila 28 
Molokai was recently held in Malaysia, 
with the boat being sold soon afterwards.
aquilaboats.com

Reaching top speeds of 27 knots, the 
Aquila 70 tops the charts in both comfort 
and performance. Its spacious interior is 
accompanied by avant-garde amenities 
and excellent outdoor socialising areas, 
including an open cockpit bar. Morelli 
& Melvin Design Studio developed the 
powercat’s refined aesthetic.

Aquila set foot in the Asian market 
in 2018 in partnership with Simpson 
Marine and since then, the brand has 
grown ever more popular. Renowned 

“THE AQUILA 70 TOPS THE CHARTS IN 
BOTH COMFORT AND PERFORMANCE”
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